
 

SHOPPING WITH PAGES SCHOOLWEAR: COVID-19 PURCHASING GUIDELINES 

During these unprecedented times we have had to change the way we operate 
our store to keep our customers, their families and our staff safe. 

PLEASE ORDER AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE TO ENSURE YOUR CHILD  

HAS THEIR UNIFORM FOR THE START OF THE NEW TERM 

ONLINE SHOPPING 

We are encouraging customers to order online where possible.  We now offer free delivery and exchanges for online 

orders, please email or call if you need an exchange and we will organise this for you. Our brand new website will be 

launching very soon with an improved size guide to help with sizing advice. We have also produced an at home sizing 

guide to help parents when ordering uniform online and have attached a copy.  

IN-STORE SHOPPING 

If you need to visit our store, please be advised we will be limiting the number of customers in store and therefore 

will be allowing only one parent/carer and one child at a time. Please be prepared to queue outside the store.  

In accordance with government guidelines, customers will not be able to try uniform on in store to prevent the risk of 

cross-contamination. Our experienced staff will be on hand to size your child by eye and offer fitting advice and we 

will supply disposable tape measures for you to use if necessary. Customers will be able to purchase uniform and take 

it home to try on. Please be aware that exchanges will not be processed in store until 24 hours after your initial visit. 

You can order any out of stock items and we will deliver these to you at home once we receive them. 

Our special in-store selling events will still go ahead as planned though they will also be following the above guidance 

with regards to in store shopping.  

Please be assured we do value your custom and we will work as quickly as we can to limit waiting times and make 

your experience with us stress-free and as safe as possible. 

If you have any questions or comments regarding shopping with us then please do not hesitate to email or call and 

we will be happy to answer any questions you have. 

    



AT HOME MEASURING GUIDE  

Measuring your child accurately is the best way to ensure a good fit of their school uniform.  

This guide will cover the basics on measuring your child for their uniform. We recommend 

using inches when measuring.   

NECK   

This measurement is needed for sizing 

shirts. Carefully measure the neck where a 

shirt collar would sit. We recommend 

placing two fingers between the neck and 

tape measure to ensure the fit is not too 

tight.   

CHEST  

Using a fabric tape measure, wrap it 

around the child’s chest, under the arms at 

the widest point.   

WAIST  

Using a fabric tape measure, wrap it 

around the child’s natural waist, just above 

the child’s hips.   

INSIDE LEG   

This measurement is needed for trouser 

length. Take a fabric tape measure from 

the top of the inside thigh to the bottom of 

the leg when their trousers should fall. We 

recommend measuring your child’s inside 

leg when they are wearing shoes to get an 

idea where the trousers will rest on the 

shoe.   

SKIRT LENGTH   

 Measure from the natural hip line where 

the skirt will sit down the legs to desired 

length. Please note some schools will have 

a minimum skirt length. For further advice 

on skirt length please contact the store.   
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